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Summary
Using molecular dynamics simulations, we have ex-
plored the mechanical strength of the titin Z1Z2-tele-
thonin complex, namely, its ability to bear strong
forces suchas those encounteredduringpassivemus-
cle stretch. Our results show that not only does this
complex resist considerablemechanical force through
b strand crosslinking, suggesting that telethonin is an
important component of the N-terminal titin anchor,
but also that telethonin distributes these forces be-
tween its two joined titin Z2 domains to protect the
proximal Z1 domains from bearing too much stress.
Our simulations also reveal that without telethonin,
apo-titin Z1Z2 exhibits significantly decreased resis-
tance to mechanical stress, and that the N-terminal
segment of telethonin (residues 1–89) does not exhibit
astable foldconformationwhen it isunbound fromtitin
Z1Z2. Consequently, our study sheds light on a key but
little studied architectural feature of biological cells—
the existence of strongmechanical links that glue sep-
arate proteins together.
Introduction
One of the most important properties of striated muscle
is its elasticity. In fact, muscle fibers can achieve greater
than 2-fold extension with no significant loss of structural
integrity. During extension, the muscle sarcomere de-
velops a restoring force to bring the muscle fiber back
to equilibrium length, at the same time preventing the
thin actin filaments from sliding outside the zone of the
thick myosin filaments. The giant muscle protein titin,
spanning one-half of the sarcomere, is nearly 1 mm in
length, has a molecular weight of up to 4 MDa, and plays
a significant role in maintaining sarcomere integrity by
generating this passive restoring force (Wang, 1996;
Erickson, 1997; Maruyama, 1997; Linke, 2000; Tskhovre-
bova and Trinick, 2003; Granzier and Labeit, 2004). Titin
is composed ofw300 tandem repeats of mainly immu-
noglobulin-like (Ig) and fibronectin type III (FnIII) do-
mains, a flexible PEVK (rich in proline, glutamate, valine,
and lysine) region, as well as a few other unique domains
(Bang et al., 2001). The N-terminal section of titin origi-
*Correspondence: kschulte@ks.uiuc.edunates from the sarcomeric Z-disc (Gautel et al., 1996;
Mues et al., 1998; Pyle and Solaro, 2004), and its C-termi-
nal region is an integral component of the sarcomeric M-
line (Furst et al., 1988; Obermann et al., 1997).
In addition to providing extension, recent studies sug-
gest that the terminal regions of titin serve, in part, as
sensor complexes that respond to passive stretch force
(Miller et al., 2004). In the C-terminal region, mechanical
force can induce an activated conformation of the titin ki-
nase domain (Gra¨ter et al., 2005; Lange et al., 2005). At
the very N-terminal region of titin, a sensor complex is
formed based on two titin Ig domains, Z1 and Z2 (Kno¨ll
et al., 2002). The core part of this complex relies on the
anchoring of Z1 and Z2 through the ligand telethonin
(Valle et al., 1997; Gregorio et al., 1998; Faulkner et al.,
2001). Telethonin is one of the most abundant transcripts
in striated muscle. Binding studies have revealed that it
is highly specific for both titin Z1 and Z2, but not for Z1
or Z2 individually (Faulkner et al., 2001). Biochemical
studies of telethonin have shown that its presence, in
conjunction with titin Z1Z2, is required for progression
of muscle growth (Gregorio et al., 1998). Point mutations
to telethonin resulting in premature stop codons have
been correlated to a form of limb girdle muscular dystro-
phy (type 2A) (Schro¨der et al., 2001; Itoh-Satoh et al.,
2002; Vainzof et al., 2002; Bonnemann and Laing, 2004;
Laval and Bushby, 2004), suggesting that telethonin
plays a major role in the stabilization of N-terminal titin
at the Z-disc. A variety of Z-disc proteins have been
found to interact strongly with telethonin. These include
the stretch receptor candidate muscle LIM protein (MLP)
(Kno¨ll et al., 2002; Miller et al., 2004), the potassium chan-
nel regulation protein minK (Furukawa et al., 2001;
Granzier and Labeit, 2004), the muscle growth factor
myostatin (Nicholasetal.,2002),andmuscleankyrin repeat
protein Ankrd2 (Kojic et al., 2004). The vital roles that
each of these proteins play and their binding to
telethonin further corroborate the idea that the Z1Z2-
telethonin complex serves as a platform for engaging
stress-sensoring proteins.
Very recently, a crystal structure of the N-terminal half
of telethonin in complex with titin Z1 and Z2 has been re-
ported (Zou et al., 2006). Unlike typical ligand binding
through insertion of the ligand into a receptor binding
pocket, in this crystal structure the receptor Z1Z2 do-
mains of two antiparallel titin N termini (named ZA and
ZB) are surprisingly joined together by an N-terminal
fragment of the ligand telethonin (TLT) through b strand
crosslinking (see Figure 1), a structural motif that also ap-
pears in pathological fibril formation (Tjernberg et al.,
1999; Walsh et al., 2001; Karanicolas and Brooks, 2003;
Wang et al., 2005a). We denote this (Z1Z2)2-telethonin
complex as the T2T complex. On the other hand, it is
known that b strands can form mechanically stable
b sheets that resist stress in so-called mechanical pro-
teins, such as titin Ig domains or fibronectin type III-like
modules (Rief et al., 1997; Lu et al., 1998; Marszalek
et al., 1999; Lu and Schulten, 1999; Gao et al., 2003; Craig
et al., 2004). Naturally this raises the question: Does the
b strand crosslinking between titin and telethonin
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498Figure 1. Structure of the Titin Z1Z2-Teletho-
nin Complex and Setup for MD Simulations
(A) Cartoon representation of two separate N-
terminal titin Z1Z2 Ig domains joined by one
N-terminal telethonin (TLT) molecule frag-
ment (residues 1–89). Two titin molecules
are individually colored blue and red (ZA
and ZB, respectively); TLT is colored yellow.
The b strands involved in critical force-bear-
ing contacts for each titin Ig domain (AB
and A0G) and between each titin Z2 module
and telethonin are labeled (GB and GD). Un-
less otherwise noted, the same color scheme
was adopted in all figures of this manuscript.
(B) Detailed schematic of the b strand align-
ment for the titin Z1Z2-telethonin (T2T) com-
plex; force-bearing hydrogen bonds are
shown for b strand pairs AB and A0G for titin
domains, and hydrogen bonds linking the
four G strands on the Ig domains to strands
on telethonin are shown.
(C) Surface view of the solvated T2T ensem-
ble, illustrating the extensive contact and in-
terdigitation of TLT b sheet domains between
opposing titin molecules. In all simulations
described below, a simulated protein or com-
plex was solvated in an explicit water cell with
appropriate size (see Experimental Proce-
dures).represent a novel ligand binding strategy that provides
a mechanically stable linkage?
To address this question, we have studied the me-
chanical design of the T2T complex and its individual
components by probing their mechanical responses.
We compared the stability of the T2T complex with that
of an apo-Z1Z2 structure through so-called steered mo-
lecular dynamics (SMD) simulations (Isralewitz et al.,
2001) that stretch the two systems by pulling their termini
diametrically apart. We performed constant velocity
SMD simulations to determine first the forces needed
to progressively rupture the systems. To reveal the key
force-bearing elements for each case, we then stretched
the two systems at constant force and analyzed the
structural changes corresponding to main events that
rupture the complex and unfold its protein component.
Our simulations reveal that the T2T complex exhibits sig-
nificantly higher resistance to mechanical stretching
forces than the apo-Z1Z2 structure, suggesting that tele-
thonin plays a role in anchoring titin to the sarcomeric
Z-disc. Lastly, we examined the stability of the isolated
telethonin fragment alone. We found that the binding to
apo-Z1Z2 stabilizes both telethonin and the Z1Z2 seg-
ments through the b strand crosslinking at the binding
interface.
Results
The following section is based on the simulations sum-
marized in Table 1. Please refer to the Experimental
Procedures for details on simulation system setup and
parameters.Titin Z1Z2-Telethonin Complex Equilibration
and Stability
Equilibration (simulation simA1) of the solvated titin
Z1Z2-telethonin (T2T) complex for 1 ns revealed a stable
conformation with a root mean square deviation (rmsd)
value of 1.75 A˚ relative to the crystal structure reported
by Zou et al. (2006). The structure contains the N-terminal
segment of telethonin (residues 1–89) in contact with two
titin Z1Z2 domains, and this region of telethonin is rele-
vant for investigating its role for joining two titin chains.
An illustration of the equilibrated T2T complex, a sche-
matic of the b strand alignment, and a view of the exten-
sive surface contacts between titin and the telethonin
fragment are shown in Figure 1. During the equilibration,
all backbone hydrogen bonds are stably formed at the
binding interface between the G b strands (GZ1A , GZ2A ,
GZ1B , and GZ2B ) of the four titin Ig domains (Z1A, Z2A,
Z1B, and Z2B) and the ABCD strands of telethonin
(ATLT, BTLT, CTLT, and DTLT).
It has been suggested that telethonin plays a major role
in anchoring the proximal end of titin to the sarcomeric
Z-disc (Gregorio et al., 1998). Such a titin anchor must
be able to bear a mechanical force load without signifi-
cant unfolding or distortion. The crystal structure of the
T2T complex revealed a strong receptor-ligand interface
dominated byb strand crosslinking. To investigate the ef-
fect of this crosslinking interface on the mechanical sta-
bility of the Z1Z2 domains, we conducted a constant
velocity SMD simulation (simA2) to stretch apart the T2T
complex. For this purpose, a harmonic spring was at-
tached to one C-terminal titin Z2 Ca atom, while the
opposing terminal Ca atom was fixed (see Figure 2A) on
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499Table 1. Summary of Simulations
Name Structure Type Ensemble Atoms 3 1000 Size, A˚3 SMD Parameters Time, ns
simA1 Z1Z2-TLT EQ NpT 108 96 3 86 3 213 — 1.0
simA2 Z1Z2-TLT SCV NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 0.05 A˚/psa 2.0
simA3 Z1Z2-TLT SCV NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 0.01 A˚/psa 2.5
simB1 Z1Z2-TLT SCF NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 750 pNb 2.0
simB2 Z1Z2-TLT SCF NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 1000 pNb 2.0
simB3 Z1Z2-TLT SCF NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 1200 pNb 1.0
simB4 Z1Z2-TLT SCF NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 1500 pNb 1.0
simB5 Z1Z2-TLT SCF NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 750 pNa 2.0
simB6 Z1Z2-TLT SCF NV 108 96 3 86 3 213 1200 pNa 1.0
simC1 Z1Z2 EQ NpT 36 41 3 59 3 129 — 27.8
simC2 Z1Z2 EQ NpT 131 281 3 73 3 68 — 10.0
simC3 Z1Z2 SCV NV 131 281 3 73 3 68 0.05 A˚/psc 1.0
simC4 Z1Z2 SCF NV 131 281 3 73 3 68 750 pNd 3.0
simD TLTe EQ NpT 64 74 3 72 3 126 — 19.3
Under ‘‘Type,’’ EQ denotes equilibration, and S denotes SMD simulations, with CV and CF corresponding to constant velocity and constant force
conditions, respectively. The ‘‘Ensemble’’ column lists the variables held constant during the simulations; N, V, p, and T correspond to the num-
ber of atoms, volume, pressure, and temperature, respectively. Footnotes under SMD parameters describe which atoms were fixed or had an
external force applied to them.
a Fixed C-terminal Ca atom of titin Z2B; pull C-terminal Ca atom of titin Z2A.
b Pull both Z2 termini Ca atoms.
c Fixed N-terminal Ca atoms on Z1; pull C-terminal Ca atom on Z2.
d Pull both Ca atoms of N-terminal Z1 and C-terminal Z2.
e Residues 1–89.the opposing strand of the complex. At a pulling velocity
of 0.05 A˚/ps over 1 ns, the complex became unbound; the
unbinding of the complex was accompanied by a pro-
nounced force peak of 1900 pN (Figure 2).
This peak force coincides with the detachment of one
titin Z2 domain (Z2A) from the telethonin fragment
(Figure 2B), rather than with the unfolding of one of the
Z2 domains seen in stretching simulations of apo-Z1Z2
(see below). The detachment of Z2A started with the sep-
aration of b strand GZ2A from b strand DTLT. As stretching
continues, the A strand of the detached Z2 domain starts
unraveling to provide further extension while the Ig
domain unfolds.
The pulling velocities (0.05 A˚/ps) applied in MD simula-
tions exceed those arising in vivo by orders of magni-
tude. As a result, rupture forces seen in SMD simulations
are often much larger (by a factor of 10) than those seen
in atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments, as dis-
cussed in a paper by Isralewitz et al. (2001). To address
this discrepancy, we conducted additional simulations
that slowed the pulling rate to 0.01 A˚/ps (simA3) in order
to see if the rupture force becomes reduced and to check
for possible rupture events missed at higher velocities.
Even at the slower pulling rate, the same scenario of hy-
drogen bond rupture occurred as witnessed in simA2;
however, this time it occurred with a lower force peak
of 1500 pN.
Z1Z2-Telethonin b Strand Crosslinking Mechanically
Stabilizes the Complex
Although constant velocity simulations are useful for
probing mechanical stability and reproducing force ex-
tension profiles for comparison with, for example, AFM
experiments (Izrailev et al., 1997; Lu et al., 1998; Israle-
witz et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2003), the unfolding in con-
stant velocity MD simulations is often too fast to reveal
details behind the key unbinding events. To further char-
acterize the mechanical stability and unfolding barrier of
the T2T complex, we performed constant force SMD sim-ulations (simB1–4) in which the magnitude of the applied
force is low enough to keep the complex ‘‘stuck’’ in front
of the unbinding barrier for at least a few hundred pico-
seconds. A constant force of the same magnitude was
applied to the C termini of the two titin Z2 domains along
opposite directions roughly parallel to the b strand
crosslinking interface (see Figure 3A); this direction is
likely closest to the one along which the actual T2T com-
plex experiences forces during muscle stretch in which
the tension would originate farther down (in the distal
direction) the sarcomere.
SimB1–simB4 were conducted by using stretching
forces of 750 pN, 1000 pN, 1200 pN, and 1500 pN, respec-
tively. Figure 3 shows the extension versus time profiles
and representative snapshots of the complex from the
1200 pN simulation (simB3). The unfolding trajectory is
presented as Movie S1 (see the Supplemental Data avail-
able with this article online). In contrast to the unfolding of
Z2 observed in the 750 pN constant force stretching sim-
ulation of the apo-structure (see below), forces of 750 pN
and 1000 pN were insufficient to detach either titin Z2 ter-
minus from the telethonin core within 2 ns (only the first
nanosecond is shown in Figure 3). Only forces of 1200
pN and 1500 pN result in detachment of both titin Z2 do-
mains insequentialorder (first Z2A, thenZ2B) and inasub-
sequent unraveling of both Z2 Ig domain b sheets. The
sequence of unbinding events is similar to that observed
in the constant velocity simulation (simA2) of the T2T
complex. After an initial 11 A˚ extension due to alignment
of the complex with the force vector and stretching of the
termini, the end-to-end distance of the complex fluctu-
ates between 138 and 142 A˚, waiting to overcome the un-
binding barrier. The crossing of this barrier requires dis-
ruption of the crosslinks between b strands DTLT and
GZ2A , as shown in Figure 3B. The binding interactions
subsequently weaken as the Z2A domain detaches from
telethonin. The complex extends slowly along a shoulder
in the extension-time curve between 490 ps and 700 ps.
During this period, b strand AZ2A separates from b strand
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(A and B) In both cases, the equilibrated structures were stretched through SMD simulations with constant velocities of 0.05 A˚/ps (simA2 and
simC3) and 0.01 A˚/ps (simA3). Unbinding the complex requires significantly higher force than unfolding the apo-Z1Z2 peptide, as seen in the
force versus extension profiles obtained from the simulations (inset plot). The extension is defined as the change of the end-to-end distance
between the two termini, which were either fixed in space or pulled with the harmonic force. The complex shown in (A) defines the equilibrated
T2T structure and the initial configuration for simA2. (B) At an extension of 15 A˚, a peak force of nearly 2000 pN is necessary in simulation simA2
for detaching the b strand GZ2A from its crosslinking partner, b strand DTLT.
(C) The Z2A domain becomes separated from the ligand at an extension 25 A˚.
(D) Unraveling b strand AZ2A of the Ig domain leads to further separation. In snapshots (A)–(D), the color code is the same as in Figure 1, except
that the four G strands forming b strands with telethonin are colored in gray.
(E–G) Snapshots from simulation simC3 of apo-Z1Z2 (E) at the beginning of stretching; (F) right after the peak force at an extension of 35 A˚, where
b strands A and A0 of Z2 begin to separate from the fold; and (G) at an extension of 50 A˚, where A and A0 strands of Z2 become detached. The two
b sheets of each titin domain in (E)–(G) are shown in green (A0CC0FG) and blue (ABED); however, b strands A and A0 of Z1 are shown in red and
orange, respectively.BZ2A as Z2A begins to unfold (Figure 3C). Concurrently,
a second crosslinked b strand pair between telethonin
and the opposing Z2B domain, BTLT and GZ2B , ruptures
in a gradual manner through the sequential unzipping of
hydrogen bonds (Figures 3C and 3D). The two disrup-
tions destabilize the complex, which then unravels rap-
idly by unfolding of the detached Z2 domains.
Analysis of the interstrand hydrogen bonds between
b strands DTLT and GZ2A reveals a fascinating dynamic
picture of the main unbinding process of the T2T com-
plex. Figure 4 shows representative snapshots of the hy-
drogen bond network between strands DTLT and GZ2A
from the 1200 pN SMD simulation (simB3). Seven stabi-lized interstrand hydrogen bonds are initially formed be-
tween residues Thr50, His52, Gln54, and Gln56 of DTLT
and Thr188, Thr186, Arg184, and Val182 of GZ2A (see
Figure 4A). At 438 ps, these seven hydrogen bonds con-
currently rupture, coinciding with a surge in the interac-
tion energy between the two strands from 243 kcal/
mol to216 kcal/mol (Figure 4B, plot). Interestingly, three
of the broken hydrogen bonds reformed at 469 ps, result-
ing in a temporary strengthening of the DTLT2GZ2A inter-
action energy to 237 kcal/mol (Figure 4C). When all
DTLT2 GZ2A interstrand hydrogen bonds have been bro-
ken at 526 ps (Figure 4D), the protein has already crossed
the transition state.
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(A–D) Shown is the distance between two stretched titin Z2 a-carbon termini during constant force SMD simulations (simB1–simB4) at forces of
750 pN (blue), 1000 pN (green), 1200 pN (red), and 1500 pN (black), respectively. Forces of 750 pN and 1000 pN could not rupture the complex
within the simulation time of 1 ns, whereas forces of 1200 pN and 1500 pN were sufficient to detach titin Z2 from telethonin. Snapshots taken from
the unbinding trajectory of the 1200 pN simulation represent (A) the initial equilibrated structure, (B) and (C) the transition events in which
b strands GZ2A and GZ2B (colored in gray) separate from b strands DTLT and BTLT, respectively, and (D) the detachment and unfolding of the
Z2A domain, causing rapid extension of the complex.We also performed an additional set of control simula-
tions that applied constant stretching forces of 750 and
1200 pN (simB5–simB6) by using the same fixed and
pulled atom setup as that in simA2. The results of single
fixed terminal simulations, simB5–simB6, were similar to
those of simB1–simB4, in which force was applied to
both ends of the protein.
The Titin Z1Z2 Dimer Exhibits a Stable Apo-Structure
While our simulations described above reveal details re-
garding the mechanical stability of the T2T complex, they
do not permit us to judge the stability of its individual
components (Z1Z2 and telethonin). In order to determine
if titin Z1 and Z2 exhibit a stable conformation when un-
bound from telethonin, we isolated the Z1Z2 segment ZA
(Z1Z2A) from the structure of the complex and equili-
brated the segment in an explicit solvent box for 27.8
ns (simC1). As shown in Figure 5, the backbone rmsd
over the entire trajectory for the individual titin Z1 andZ2 modules revealed that each maintained virtually the
same structure as in the telethonin bound form, with
rmsd values of only 2 A˚, whereas the rmsd for the com-
bined titin Z1Z2 segment showed greater deviation
from crystal coordinates because the linker region (resi-
dues 99–101) joining titin Z1 and Z2 was flexible and per-
mitted the two modules to shift relative to each other,
from an extended form to a slightly bent form. The angle
spanned by two vectors connecting the two terminal Ca
atoms to the Ca of linker residue 100 decreased from an
initial 157º to 137º at the end of the simulation, which is
consistent with the experimental observation that apo-
Z1Z2 exhibits a semiextended form (O. Mayans, per-
sonal communication).
Apo-Z1Z2 Unfolds in Two Major Steps
We next examined the mechanical response of Z1Z2 in
the absence of telethonin, by using the equilibrated
apo-Z1Z2A dimer structure from simC2. In the constant
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502Figure 4. The Force-Bearing Intermolecular b Strands Involved in Key Hydrogen Bond Breakage Events for b Strands between Titin Z2 and Tele-
thonin
(A–D) Shown are b strands for titin Z2 (GZ2A ) and telethonin (DTLT). A hydrogen bond cutoff distance of 3 A˚ and an out-of-line cutoff angle of 60º
were employed; stable hydrogen bonds are shown as thick, dashed lines, and broken hydrogen bonds are shown as thin, dashed lines. Snap-
shots of the strands are taken from simulation simB3 (cf. Figure 3). (A) The pair of b strands with seven stably formed backbone hydrogen bonds
at the initial equilibrium state. (B) Rupture of these hydrogen bonds at 438 ps leads to a concomitant increase in b strand pair interaction energy
shown in the inset plot. (C) Three broken hydrogen bonds reformed at 469 ps, correlating to a temporary decrease in interaction energy. (D) How-
ever, with continued stretching, the two b strands fully separate at 526 ps. The inset plot presents a running count (blue) of all hydrogen bonds
between backbone atoms formed between the two b strands; the decrease in the number of formed hydrogen bonding pairs is correlated with
a decrease in stability when viewed against the interaction energy profile (green).velocity SMD simulation simC3, the N-terminal Ca of Z1A
was fixed, while the opposing C-terminal Ca of Z2A was
attached to a harmonic spring pulled at a rate of 0.05
A˚/ps for 1.0 ns (see Figure 2E). Analysis of this trajectory
revealed a force peak of 1000 pN accompanying the ex-
tension of Z1Z2 (Figure 2, plot). Notably, this peak force
is about half the force required to unbind Z2 from teletho-
nin in the T2T complex at the same pulling velocity
(simA2), suggesting that binding to telethonin confers
considerable strength to Z1Z2.
The unfolding pathway of Z1Z2 observed in simC3 is
similar to the unfolding pathway seen in published simu-
lations of titin I-band Ig domains I1 and I27 (Lu and Schul-
ten, 2000; Gao et al., 2002b, 2002c). Corresponding tothe peak force, the major unfolding event occurs when
the interactions between b strands AZ2A and BZ2A and
between A0Z2A and GZ2A become disrupted, while Z1
remained virtually intact, with the exception of minor
unfolding of its A0Z1A strand (Figures 2F and 2G).
To further characterize the mechanical stability of titin
Z1 and Z2 Ig domains, we performed constant force SMD
simulations (simC4) to stretch the terminal ends of the
Z1Z2A tandem with a force of 750 pN. As shown in Fig-
ures 6 and 7, each Z1 or Z2 domain unfolds in two major
steps, corresponding to the rupture of two sets of back-
bone hydrogen bonds located near its two termini: one
set between the A and the B strands, and the other be-
tween the A0 and the G strands. The unfolding trajectory
Mechanical Strength of Titin Z1Z2-Telethonin
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application of a stretching force, the flexible terminal
and linker loops were quickly straightened within 15 ps,
increasing the end-to-end distance from 102 A˚ to 119
A˚. The two domains reoriented such that the force-bear-
ing components, namely, the AB and A0G b strands, be-
came aligned parallel to the external force. Resistance to
unfolding slowed down the elongation of the peptide,
proceeding along a plateau-like curve in the end-to-
end distance versus time profile. During this period, the
extension of the protein increased by about 20 A˚, and
a series of key unfolding events occurred. The first un-
folding event (Figures 6B and 7A) corresponds to disrup-
tion of the four hydrogen bonds formed between Z1
b strands A and B at 120 ps. Rupture of these hydrogen
bonds led to the separation of b strands A and B, causing
the interaction energy between the b strand pair to
change from 221 kcal/mol to 212 kcal/mol (Figure 7A,
plot). This event was followed by the breaking of a hydro-
gen bond set between strands A and B of Z2 at 200 ps
(Figure 6C), leading to a jump of the interaction energy
between the strands from 234 kcal/mol to 217 kcal/
mol (Figure 7B, plot). The unraveling of the two A strands
(one from Z1 and one from Z2) permitted an extension of
w9 A˚. Further elongation required disrupting the second
force-bearing set of hydrogen bonds formed between
b strands A0 and G. Four A0-G hydrogen bonds of Z1 rup-
ture at 380 ps (Figure 6D), initiating a rapid unfolding pro-
cess with significantly decreased resistance as the re-
maining intact hydrogen bonds of Z1 are broken in an
unzipping-like fashion, i.e., one hydrogen bond at
a time. During the rapid unfolding of the Z1 domain, the
Z2 domain also became partially unfolded after its five in-
terstrand A0-G hydrogen bonds were ruptured at 490 ps
(Figures 6E and 7B). In both cases, the rupture of these
interstrand hydrogen bonds gave rise to an increase of
Figure 5. Equilibration of Apo-Z1Z2
Equilibration of titin Z1Z2 in the absence of telethonin over 28 ns
(simC1) reveals that titin Z1 and Z2 domains are structurally stable.
The backbone rmsd of individual Z1 (black) and Z2 (red) domains
shows little deviation from the bound crystal structure; however,
the backbone rmsd of both titin Z1 and Z2 together (green) shows
a significant increase associated with the displacement of titin Z1
relative to titin Z2 connected via a flexible linker region. The inset fig-
ure shows titin Z1Z2 at the beginning (t = 0 ns) and overlapped with
its own image at the end (t = 28 ns) of simulation simC1.interaction energy between the b strand pairs of 15
kcal/mol (Figures 7A and 7B, plots).
Compared to the changes in interaction energy be-
tween force-bearing b strands in the case of stretching
the T2T complex, the values recorded during stretching
of apo-Z1Z2 are approximately 40% lower. Thus, the re-
sults suggest that the intermolecular b strand interac-
tions between telethonin and Z1Z2 are mechanically
stronger than those of the force-bearing intramolecular
b strand interactions of individual Z1 or Z2.
Binding to Titin Z1Z2 Domains Stabilizes Telethonin
Previous gene expression studies have shown that tele-
thonin transcripts are not strongly expressed in the
absence of titin Z1 and Z2 transcripts (Faulkner et al.,
2001). Also, purified telethonin tends to aggregate in so-
lution (Zou et al., 2003), suggesting that telethonin may
exist in an altered conformational state when it is un-
bound to other proteins. It is believed, therefore, that titin
Z1 and Z2 play a role in stabilizing the fold of telethonin. In
order to examine telethonin’s stability, we isolated the
telethonin segment (residues 1–89) from the structure
of the T2T complex. Equilibration of the free N-terminal
telethonin segment alone (simD) over 19 ns revealed
a large conformational change whereby b hairpins AB
and CD (see Figure 8A), which bind to titin Z1 and Z2 in
T2T, folded in upon the core of telethonin in the absence
of the titin modules. The simulation trajectory is provided
as Movie S3. The rmsd for telethonin’s backbone atoms
jumped to 6 A˚ within 2.5 ns of equilibration. Over the
course of the 19 ns equilibration, the rmsd increased fur-
ther to over 8 A˚, contributed mainly by the unraveling of
the AB and CD b hairpins (Figures 8B and 8C). The con-
formational dynamics of free telethonin do not permit
one to identify yet its solution structure (the C-terminal
domain of telethonin or a third, besides titin, binding pro-
tein might be involved), but clearly suggest that, in the
T2T complex, N-terminal telethonin becomes stabilized
and constrained.
Discussion
We have employed molecular dynamics simulations to
study the mechanical basis for titin anchoring at the
Z-disc. Telethonin ‘‘glues’’ two titin molecules in an anti-
parallel arrangement around itself by forming a heterotri-
meric complex. The simulations revealed that the com-
plex is mechanically very strong, and that it is even
more resistant to stretching forces than the Z1 and Z2
domains by themselves. This result provides strong evi-
dence that telethonin plays an important role as a titin
anchor.
Shifting of the Force-Bearing Component upon
Telethonin Binding
As far as we know, based on information from a wide
group of examples, the mechanical stability of proteins
with mechanical function is primarily determined by their
force-bearing structural element; once this element is
ruptured, a protein will unravel with little resistance.
There exist only a few cases in which proteins exhibit
a mechanically stable intermediate that requires a sec-
ond peak force to complete unraveling (Oberhauser
et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2002a, 2003). Similar to titin
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(A) In simC4, a force of 750 pN is applied to the Ca atoms of the N-terminal and the C-terminal residues of the molecule in opposite directions.
(B and C) (B) The detachment of strand A from b strand B of Z1 is followed by (C) the separation of the same two b strands ([A] and [B]) of Z2.
(D and E) (D) The unraveling of b strand A0 of Z1 leads to (E) a rapid extension of the complex. The inset plot shows the N- to C-terminal distance of
the Z1Z2 dimer versus time. The color scheme used for the b strands is the same as that used in Figure 2.I-band Ig domains I1 and I27 extensively studied previ-
ously (Lu et al., 1998; Marszalek et al., 1999; Lu and
Schulten, 2000; Gao et al., 2002b, 2002c), the key
force-bearing elements of individual Z1 or Z2 are two
pairs of b strands near the protein termini, namely, the
A and B strands and the A0 and G strands. The rupture
of interstrand hydrogen bonds between these b strands
induces the transition event to the unfolded state (see
Figure 7). The joining of two Z1Z2 dimers by telethonin
creates a configuration in which the two Z2 domains
transmit force developed in the distal region of the
stretched titin molecules. Stretching the C termini of
the Z2 domains in complex with telethonin reveals a shift
of the force-bearing element. Compared with the apo-
structure, the major force-bearing element of the T2T
complex is the b strand binding interface between Z2
and telethonin instead of between b strands within a Z1
or Z2 domain. Specifically, hydrogen bonds between
the two G strands of Z2 (GZ2Aand GZ2B ) and the D and B
strands of telethonin (DTLT and BTLT), respectively, glue
the complex together (cf. Figures 1, 3, and 4). The key un-
binding event corresponds to concurrent breakage of
seven backbone hydrogen bonds between GZ2A and
DTLT at the titin-telethonin binding interface. The interac-
tion between these two b strands is stronger than thatbetween the force-bearing b strand pairs of individual
Z1 or Z2 domains.
Figure 1B demonstrates that the GZ2A and DTLT interac-
tions are well positioned in the T2T complex, namely,
directly adjacent to the Z2A C terminus that bears the
stretching forces of titin in muscle. Likewise, the C termi-
nus of Z2B bears titin stretching forces and, as Figure 1B
reveals, a nearby set of interstrand hydrogen bonds link-
ing GZ2B and BTLT protects T2T from unraveling. Obvi-
ously, this set of hydrogen bonds is even stronger than
that linking GZ2A and DTLT; however, once the latter bonds
are broken, the T2T complex rotates such that the stretch-
ing forces no longer act in a shearing fashion and bonds
are mainly unzipped, one hydrogen bond at a time.
Our simulations also reveal a strengthening of titin
Z1Z2 domains against mechanical stretching when com-
plexed, or molecularly glued together, through b strand
crosslinking to telethonin. Intermolecular hydrogen
bonds forming the main stabilizing interactions between
separate proteins emerge as a key architectural feature
of cellular systems performing a mechanical function.
Telethonin as a Candidate for the Z-Disc Titin Anchor
The b strand crosslinking binding interface between tele-
thonin and titin Z1Z2 is clearly the most remarkable
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(A and B) Shown in (A) and (B) are representative snapshots from simulation simC4 that reveal the separation of b strand pairs AB and A0G on both
Z1 and Z2 as the dimer is stretched under a 750 pN constant force. The snapshots capture the events shown in Figure 6. For each Ig domain, the
equilibrated b strand pairs are presented with stably formed backbone hydrogen bonds (thick, dashed lines). As the protein is stretched, these
b strands separate, and hydrogen bonds break (shown as thin, dashed lines). (A) Four hydrogen bonds between b strands A and B and between A0
and G strands of Z1 break under tension at 120 ps and 380 ps, respectively. (B) Rupture of six hydrogen bonds between strands A and B and five
hydrogen bonds between strands A0 and G of Z1 break under tension at 200 ps and 490 ps, respectively. The disruption of these critical bonds is
responsible for the increase of instability seen on the inset plots of b strand pair interaction energy over the course of the simulations.feature in the T2T structure. Since the same type of intra-
molecular interface in titin Ig domains has been shown to
provide strong mechanical resistance against shearing
forces developed during stretching of titin (Lu et al.,
1998; Lu and Schulten, 2000; Gao et al., 2002a, 2002b),
it is tempting tospeculate that the intermolecularbstrand
crosslinking of the T2T complex likewise is designed to
sustain mechanical stress.
Using molecular dynamics simulations, we have ex-
amined the stability of titin Z1Z2 and telethonin both in-
dividually and in complex. Our results reveal that the
T2T complex is indeed capable of resisting strong
stretching forces. Moreover, both constant velocity
and constant force SMD simulations suggest that the
complex is mechanically more stable than apo-Z1Z2 or
the individual Z1 and Z2 domains by themselves. Thepeak force required to dissociate the complex is twice
that required for unfolding the apo-Z1Z2 dimer (see Fig-
ure 2). Similarly, under a constant force of 750 pN, the Z1
domain of the apo-structure became unfolded within 0.5
ns of simulation time (Figure 6), whereas the same mag-
nitude of force does not disrupt the T2T complex in 2 ns
(Figure 3).
The predictions derived from SMD simulations should
ideally be further examined by experimental techniques
such as AFM and optical tweezers, which can be em-
ployed to probe the mechanical strength of both the T2T
complex and apo-Z1Z2. In addition, certain limitations
of MD simulations may lead to a quantitative discrepancy
between simulation and experiments. For example, the cur-
rent restriction to the nanosecond timescale for all-atom
simulations requires faster pulling velocities employed
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(A–C) The equilibration simulation of the N-terminal telethonin segment over 19 ns (simD) reveals a large conformational change of the structure.
(A) The gradual bending of two b hairpins of telethonin can be seen in the series of snapshots at (i) 0 ps, (ii) 2.5 ns, (iii) 8 ns, and (iv) 12 ns. (B) The
backbone rmsd along the entire 20 ns trajectory shows that the telethonin N-terminal fragment exhibits a large conformational change in the ab-
sence of Z1Z2 titin. (C) The average rmsd per residue over the entire trajectory shows two peaks that reveal increased motion of the two b sheet
projections (labeled AB and CD) that are seen to fold upward in (A). The third peak reflects a slight bending of theb sheet formed by strands E and F.in simulations than in AFM experiments. As a result, the
peak force observed in SMD simulations for rupturing
the T2T complex or apo-Z1Z2 dimer would be higher
than those observed with atomic force spectroscopy
techniques. Reducing the pulling velocity in our SMD
simulations resulted in a lower force peak (cf. Figure 2),
while the essential response of the complex, i.e., the se-
quence of intermediate rupture events, does not change.
Other shortcomings of the methodology, such as inac-
curacy of force fields and insufficient sampling, also
contribute to the quantitative difference between simula-
tions and experiments (Ponder and Case, 2003). Never-
theless, excellent qualitative agreement has been re-
ported in many comparisons between SMD simulations
and experiments (Gao et al., 2002b, 2003; Craig et al.,
2004). In addition, simulations have guided experimen-
talists to design point mutants with modulated mechan-
ical properties (Marszalek et al., 1999; Li et al., 2001).
Self-Assembly of the Titin Z1Z2-Telethonin Complex
Recent studies on the dynamics of Z-disc proteins such
as actin, cypher, FATZ, myotilin, and telethonin during
muscle growth reveal that only telethonin remains dif-
fusely distributed until the final stages of myofibril matu-
ration (Wang et al., 2005b). These findings are in accor-
dance with prior studies, which have found that
telethonin transcripts are strongly downregulated in re-
sponse to denervation (Mason et al., 1999; Schro¨deret al., 2001; Bonnemann and Laing, 2004), a situation
that a developing myofibril may encounter before it is fully
innervated during muscle maturation. The appearance of
telethonin late in the sequence of muscle growth pro-
vides evidence that it likely plays a significant role in the
positioning and anchoring of fully assembled titin to the
Z-disc during the latter stages of muscle development.
The N-terminal fragment (residue 1–89) of telethonin
exhibits a structure not unlike that of a bird in flight. Its
two wings, b strand pairs A-B and C-D, extend to form
b sheets with the joining pairs of Z1 and Z2 dimers. Our
simulation of isolated telethonin suggests that this partic-
ular conformation of the ligand is not stable in the
absence of the receptor (see Figure 8). This result implies
that telethonin assumes another unknown conforma-
tional state before the binding to titin N termini, and
also, that the binding triggers conformational changes
that lead to the functional state of telethonin. The binding
requires two Z1Z2 segments to be properly positioned at
the Z-disc, which may explain why telethonin remains dif-
fusively distributed until titin is fully assembled in the late
stages of myofibril maturation. Our simulations revealing
an unstable state for free telethonin are also consistent
with existing biochemical evidence that pure telethonin
in solution tends to self-aggregate (Zou et al., 2003).
In addition to titin Z1 and Z2, several other proteins
have been found to interact with telethonin and are be-
lieved to be involved in maintaining the integrity of the
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the Z-disc or regulating muscle growth. These proteins
include muscle LIM protein (Kno¨ll et al., 2002; Miller
et al., 2004), muscle ankyrin repeat proteins (Kojic
et al., 2004), FATZ (Faulkner et al., 2001), and myostatin
(Nicholas et al., 2002). MLP colocalizes with telethonin
residues 53–81, and a human MLP mutation (W4R) has
been correlated with dilated cardiomyopathy, a patholol-
ogy associated with heart failure, a major cause of hu-
man morbidity (Kno¨ll et al., 2002; Kojic et al., 2004; Miller
et al., 2004). While a structure for MLP is not yet available,
the crystal structure for the titin Z1Z2-telethonin com-
plex reveals that residues 53–81 of telethonin are not in-
volved in binding titin Z1Z2, but, rather, project out
slightly from between both sets of titin Z1 and Z2 mod-
ules. Thus, it is entirely possible that MLP binds to this
projection in a jigsaw puzzle-like manner, stabilizing
the entire T2T complex even further. Naturally, it also fol-
lows that other Z-disc proteins that have been shown to
interact with telethonin may also bind to other regions
not involved in the T2T complex, mainly the unresolved
C-terminal domain of telethonin.
Outlook
Beyond our primary conclusion that telethonin may
serve as a titin anchor, our simulations also reveal a fun-
damental architectural element of living cells, namely,
how cells glue their components together, yielding
strong mechanical connections. The structural motifs
employed by telethonin in this respect, namely, cross-
linking b strands, have also been implicated in fibril for-
mation (Louis et al., 2005), and it is important to take
note of such potential pathological side effects of tele-
thonin’s motif. Clearly, the deployment of telethonin as
a powerful glue needs to be carefully controlled in the
cell, and future work will likely focus on the control mech-
anisms used in focusing telethonin and similar other, yet
unknown, mechanical proteins on gluing the right protein
components, and not the wrong ones, avoiding, in par-
ticular, self-aggregation.
Experimental Procedures
Simulated Systems
Atomic coordinates of the titin Z1Z2-telethonin (T2T) complex were
taken from the crystal structure (PDB code: 1YA5 [Zou et al.,
2006]). The structure consists of three individual protein seg-
ments—two separate titin N-terminal Z1Z2 segments named ZA (res-
idues 1 to 197) and ZB (residues 1–198), which are joined together by
one N-terminal telethonin (TLT) fragment (residues 1–89). The topol-
ogy of the complex and the missing hydrogen atoms were generated
by using psfgen (Phillips et al., 2005) with the topology file for
CHARMM27 (MacKerell et al., 1998). For the present MD study,
four simulation systems were derived from this model.
In the first approach for simulating the T2T complex, a water box
with dimension 96 3 86 3 213 A˚3 was used to solvate the complex.
The system size totaled 107,946 atoms, consisting of 484 protein res-
idues (7,374 atoms) and 33,524 water molecules (100,572 atoms).
The second and third approaches contain only a single titin Z1Z2
peptide derived from the ZA segment (Z1Z2A), and solvated in two
water boxes with two different sizes—a smaller one of size 413 593
129 A˚3 for an equilibrium study and a larger one of size 281 3 73 3
68 A˚3 in order to accommodate the extension of the protein during
stretching in SMD simulations. These systems contain 35,762 atoms
and 131,189 atoms, respectively. In the fourth approach, the teletho-
nin fragment was isolated from the complex and was solvated ina water box with dimensions 743 723 126 A˚3, resulting in a system
size of 64,356 atoms.
Molecular Dynamics
Simulations were performed by using NAMD 2.5 (Phillips et al., 2005)
with the CHARMM27 force field for proteins (MacKerell et al., 1998)
and the TIP3P model (Jorgensen et al., 1983) for explicit water mole-
cules. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) summation was employed to cal-
culate long-range electrostatic forces with a grid size of less than
1 A˚. van der Waals interactions employed a switching function starting
at 10 A˚ and a cutoff of 12 A˚. An integration time step of 1 fs was adop-
ted, with a multiple time-stepping algorithm (Grubmu¨ller et al., 1991;
Schlick et al., 1999) employed to compute covalent bonds every time
step, short-range nonbonded interactions every two time steps, and
long-range electrostatic forces every four time steps. Multiple time-
stepping increases the efficiency of simulation by a factor of two,
making the nanosecond timescale accessible for our simulations.
Constant temperature control (T = 300 K) was employed by using
Langevin dynamics to control the kinetic energy of the system. A Lan-
gevin coupling coefficient of 5 ps21 was used for the temperature
control. Constant pressure simulations (NpT) at P = 1 atm
(101.3kPa) utilized the Nose´-Hoover Langevin piston method with
a decay period of 100 fs and a damping time constant of 50 fs. During
NpT simulations, the size of the simulated periodic box was allowed
to freely change.
SMD simulations (Izrailev et al., 1998; Isralewitz et al., 2001) were
carried out by either fixing the Ca atom of the C terminus of one titin
segment (ZA) and applying an external force to the C-terminal Ca
atom of another titin segment (ZB), or by applying an external force
simultaneously to the terminal Caof two termini along opposite direc-
tions (see descriptions of Figures 2, 3, and 6 in the Results section for
stretching configurations). The directions were in parallel to the vec-
tor connecting two stretched termini. Both constant velocity and
constant force protocols were employed. For constant velocity
SMD, the pulled atom is harmonically constrained with a force of
F = 2k(x2 vt), where k represents the spring constant, and x, v, and t
represent coordinate, velocity, and time, respectively. Whereas con-
stant velocity SMD features an increasing force along time, constant
force applies a time-independent potential of U = 2Fx to the speci-
fied atom(s), where x is the atom-atom distance. For the spring con-
stant, we chose a value of 3kBT/A˚
2, which corresponds to an rmsd
value of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kBT=k
p
z 0.5 A˚.
Analysis
System coordinates were saved every picosecond, and analysis was
performed with the program VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996). The struc-
tural changes to proteins were monitored by calculating the rmsd of
their backbone atoms. The end-to-end distance profile of a stretched
system is based on the distance between the two stretched or be-
tween the stretched and fixed terminal Ca atoms. The change of
the end-to-end distance is defined as the extension of the system.
Hydrogen bonds were calculated in VMD with a distance cutoff of
3.0 A˚ and a donor-hydrogen-acceptor (D-H-A) cutoff angle of 120º
(equal to 60º out-of-line angle) for bonding pairs. The interaction en-
ergy between b strands was calculated by using the NAMD pairwise
interaction energy analysis module.
Summary of Simulations
A detailed summary of simulations carried out is provided in Table 1.
The equilibrations of the four systems (simA1, simC1, simC2, and
simE) followed an identical procedure. The systems were first mini-
mized for 2000 conjugate gradient steps, then equilibrated in a 300
K heat bath with constant volume for 15 ps. Following this, the vol-
ume of the system was allowed to freely change under NpT condi-
tions. The equilibration times varied from 1 ns to 28 ns (see Table
1). All steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations utilized the
equilibrated apo-Z1Z2 structure from simC2 or the equilibrated T2T
complex structure from simA1. For constant velocity simulations, ve-
locities of 0.01 A˚/ps and 0.05 A˚/ps were employed. In constant force
simulations, forces of 750, 1000, 1200, and 1500 pN were used. The
SMD parameters are listed in Table 1.
Simulations were conducted on the Teragrid and SGI Altix super-
computer clusters at the National Center for Supercomputing Appli-
cations (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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508A system of 100,000 atoms requires 1 day of computing for 3 ns on 64
1.6Ghz Itanium 2 processors. The total simulation time reported in
this study included 14.5 ns for the T2T complex (108,000 atoms), 42
ns for apo-titin Z1Z2 alone (36,000 and 131,000 atoms), and 19 ns
for telethonin alone (64,000 atoms).
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include three movies and are available at http://
www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/14/3/497/DC1/.
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